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Many hundreds of species of birds typically migrate at night, and it is well
known that fires and artificial lights attract birds during migration, particularly when the sky is cloudy and the ceiling is low. Romanes (1883)
was first to discuss tl1e si1nilarities of the attraction of insects to a fla1ne at
night, birds to lighthouses, and fish to lanterns. In some instances,
humans have exploited the attraction of migrating and local birds to
lighted buildings, floodlights, and spotlights. In one early example,
hunters used a simple reflecting lamp to attract shorebirds at night.
"[T]he birds came all around and about them-like chickens when called
to feed," reported the St. Augustine Press (quoted in Hallock 1874:150).
InJatinga, a small village on a ridge in the North Cachar Hills district of
Assam in northeastern India, from August to October on moonless, foggy
nights with south winds and drizzle, villagers use searchlights and
lanterns to attract, capture, and kill hundreds of local birds for food
(Dubey 1990). Up to fifty species have been collected, with herons and
egrets being some of the largest victims and pittas and kingfishers representing some of the smaller species. In Africa the attraction of nocturnal
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migrants to artificial lights at lodges and to automobile headlights has
been used to enhance ecotourism (Backhurst and Pearson 1977, Nikolaus
1980, Nikolaus and Pearson 1983).
As human populations expand geographically, artificial lighting also
expands, and it is now almost impossible to find areas that are free from
its influence. Verheijen (1981 b) was first to apply the term photopollution
to situations in which artificial light has adverse effects on wildlife. His
1985 review elaborates on the concept of photopollution and highlights
incidents involving birds and sea turtles, natural and artificial light fields,
orientation issues, and remedies (Verheijen 1985). All evidence indicates
that the increasing use of artificial light at night is having an adverse effect
on populations of birds, particularly those that typically migrate at night.
In this chapter we provide a review of the literature on the attraction
of birds to light at night. We first examine how and why birds are
attracted to light and the mechanisms of avian vision. We then review
examples of this attraction, organized by the type of lighting: lighthouses
and lightships, floodlights and ceilometers, city lights and horizon glows,
fires and flares 1 and broadcast and communication towers. We then

report our observations of the response of migratory birds to lights on
communicatio11 towers. We conclude with some specific recomn1endations to minimize light attraction of migrating birds and reduce the associated mortality.

Mechanisms of Bird Attraction to Artificial Light
Little is known about how birds are attracted to light at night (Verheijen
1985). It has been suggested that when a bird flies into lights at night it loses
Its visual cues to the horizon, and the bird uses the lights as a visual reference, resulting in spatial disorientation (Herbert 1970). According to Herbert (1970), birds using a light on a tower as a horizon cue would circle the
t~wer, which may be a factor in bird attraction to lights on tall communicanon towers. Exposure to a light field at night causes alteration of a straight
flight patl1 (e.g., _hovering, slowing down, shifting direction, or circling), and
ilie change m. flight paili would keep ilie bird near tl1e light source longer
ilian If ilie flight paili remained straight (Gautl1reaux and Belser 1999
unpublished data). Under sucl1 circumstances attraction may not be as appro~
pnate_a term for the behavioral response as capture (Verheijen 1958). It is also
likely m s~me cases iliat tl1e intensity of ilie light bleaches visual pigments so
that the birds are 111 effect blinded and can no longer see visual details that
iliey could detect when dark adapted (Verheijen 1985).

There is also evidence tlrnt horizon glows from cities may influence the
orientation behavior of caged migratory birds. It is well established that
caged migratory birds often orient toward horizon glows produced by the
lights of cities (Kramer 1949, 1951). Immature migratory birds may be
more susceptible to the disruptive influences of artificial night lighting
than adults (Gauthreaux 1982). In two different experiments that examined tl1e age-dependent orientation of caged migratory birds, it was found
iliat birds of the year responded to tl1e sky glow of a city, whereas adults
did not (Gautl1reaux 1982). In ilie first experiment performed by Williams
(1978) during the spring of 1978, 8 immature and 14 adult white-crowned
sparrows (Zonotrichia leucophrys leucophrys) were tested in six circular, automatic orientation cages once the birds exhibited migratory restlessness
(Zugunruhe). All field tests were conducted under relatively clear, stany
skies with no more tlrnn a thin crescent moon and essentially calm winds.
Each bird was tested for a total of four nights, except for one immature
that was tested for an additional night. Botl1 age classes were tested each
night, starting just before sunset and ending about 7 A.M. local time.
Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of the summed activity in minutes
for each treadle in tlrn orientation cage for adults and immanires and the
distribution of horizon glow around the test cages. The orientation of the
adult and immature groups is significantly different (p = 0.05) from a uniform distribution (Rayleigh test), and the mean direction of the adult
group is significantly different (p = 0.05) from that of the immature group
(F test of Watson and Williams). The circular distribution of horizon
glow as measured with a sensitive photometer also is shown in Figure 4.1.
The two longest radii at azimuilis 90° and 105° have the maximum horizon glow intensity of 0.0096 lux. The vector resultant of tl1e horizon glow
is 80° (r = 0.45 5).
·
The mean direction of the activity of the adult sparrows was largely
seasonally appropriate, but most of the activity of ilie immatures was oriented toward the direction of maximum horizon glow. The results show
:mat age is a factor in the influence of horizon glows on tl1e orientation of
· caged migratory birds, and although tl1is is a study of caged birds it suggests that free-flying birds could respond similarly.
In a related study by Beacham (1982), 12 immature and 12 adult
· digo buntings (Passerina cyanea) were tested in six circular, automatic
orientation cages once the birds exhibited migratory restlessness in the
spring of 1981 (Gauthreaux 1982). Each bird was tested for a minimum
of four nights and a maximum of seven nights. Six birds from each age
.group (12 total) were tested in Emlen funnels (newsprint funnels witl1 an
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'rdates to the magnetic compass that several species use for direction findiirtg during migration, as discussed in greater detail later in this chapter.
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Sources of Light That Attract Birds
•"The tendency of birds to move toward lights at night when migrating and
their reluctance to leave the sphere of light influence once encountered
has been well documented. We review the various contexts in which birds
have been attracted to lights and illustrate those tlrnt cause bird mortality.
Although death or injury from collisions with structures is tl1e most obvious adverse effect for migrating birds, attraction to lights may have other
adverse consequences such as reducing energy stores i1ecessary for n1igration because of delays and altered migration routes, mortality from collisions wit11 glass during the daytime, and delayed arrival at breeding or
wintering grol1nds.

Lighthouses and Lightships
Lighthouses and lightships (Figure 4.2) have attracted migrating birds
since they were first operated (Dutcher 1884, Miller 1897, Hansen 1954),
and tl1is attraction was the basis of early, detailed studies of bird migration
(e.g., Barrington 1900, Clarke 1912). In the 1800s lighthouse keepers
noted that birds struck the lanterns most ofren on dark, cloudy nights
with haze, fog, or rain, and that bird strikes on clear nights were extremely
rare (Brewster 1886, Dixon 1897:268-274). Early studies supported the

·:tion that lightships attracted more birds than lighthouses on headlands
.d islands (Dixon 1897), and in more recent times lights on ships con'ue to attract nocturnal migrants crossing expanses of water (e.g.,
ted ship in Gulf of Mexico, Bullis 1954; Cross Rip lightship in Nan. ket Sound, Massachusetts, Bagg and Emery 1960; ore transport
'teamer on Lake Superior, Green and Perkins 1964).
An early survey of 24 lighthouses in North America showed that
estruction of migrant birds was greatest at lighthouses in the Carolinas,
lorida, and Louisiana, lower in the Northeast, and not present at two
"ghthouses in San Francisco Bay (Allen 1880). In a study of the destruc.on of migrating birds at lighthouses along the California coast, Squires
nd Hanson (1918) found relatively little collision mortality and attributed
·s to fewer migration waves in the western United States and less n1igra-

~igure 4.2. Lighthouses and lightshjps have attracted migrating birds at night
since they were first operated. Above.' an illustration of the Eddystone Lighthouse
southwest of Plymouth, ~ngland, w1r:'1 nocturnal migrants milling around the
lantern. Below, the I(ennsh Knock Lightship in the North Sea northeast of the
c.oa~t of I~ent, England. Illusn·ations are by M. E. Clarke and appear as frontispieces in volumes 1 and 2, respectively, of Clarke (1912).

'on along the coastline. In contrast, a survey of 45 lighthouses on the coast
· fBritish Columbia by Munro (1924) found that nine reported high morlity rates, and overall annual mortality was more than 6,000 birds. Tufts
192 8) surveyed lightl1ouses in tl1e Canadian maritime provinces and
. Newfoundland and found that 45 of 197 experienced bird mortalities.
·· Another survey of lighthouse keepers along the North American coasts
'and 225 lighthouse keepers in Central and South America and in the West
Indies indicated that bird collisions were annual occurrences on tl1e coasts
of North America and along both coasts of South America and in the West
Indies, especially along the northern coast of Cuba (Merriam 1885).
The literature on how migrant birds react to different types oflights at
'lighthouses and lightships is confusing. An analysis of birds that were
killed (collided or shot) or caught at 58 light stations from 1881 through
i·l897 indicated that fixed lights were more attractive to migrants than
'rotating or blinking lights and that white lights were more attractive than
jred lights (Barrington 1900). Dixon (1897 :269) also noted that "fixed white
lights were more deadly than revolving or coloured lights." Thomson
(1926:33 3-334) commented that it was known tlrnt "coloured lights do not
attract the birds as white ones so fatally do." He added, "It therefore seems
not unreasonable to ask that serious consideration should be given to the
question of the gradual substitution of coloured for white lights at stations
where great destruction commonly occurs and when tl1e change may not
be found to be impracticable for navigation reasons." Similarly, Cooke
(1915) noted that a fixed white light beam attracted birds, a flashing light
frightened them away, and red light was avoided. When the light beam of
the lighthouse at Long Point, Lake Erie, Ontario, Canada was made narrower and dimmer in 1989, a dramatic reduction in avian mortality
occurred Gones and Francis 2003). From 1960 through 1989 mean annual

kills were 200 birds in spring and 393 in autumn, and from 1990-2002
mean annual kills dropped to 18.5 birds in spring and 9.6 in autumn.
The above findings, however, are not consistent with those reported
by other authors. Munro (1924) reported that flashing and rotating lights
caused more mortality than fixed lights, and the results of a survey of 13 5
lighthouse keepers showed that the responses of birds to different types
of lighting at lighthouses varied widely (Lewis 192 7), with flashing white
lights causing the greatest mortality and fixed beacons and red lights
attracting fewer birds. In a survey of bird mortality at lighthouses in the
maritime provinces of Canada and Newfoundland, 152 lighthouses
recorded no losses, of which 131 had fixed lights and 21 had flashing or
rotating lights (Tufrs 1928). Approximately half of the 45 lighthouses
reporting some mortality had fixed lights, and half had flashing lights
(Tufts 1928). The confusing results about the responses of birds to different types of lighting at lighthouses and lightships probably are related to
the characteristics of the individual lamps, such as the wavelength or
intensity, because the responses of the birds changed when the type of
lamp was changed at a station.
In the early 1900s, when gas and kerosene lanterns at lighthouses were
replaced with electric lamps, collision mortality decreased (Hansen 1954).
When the original revolving white beacon at the Dungeness Light in
Great Britain was replaced with a xenon-filled lamp that produced a
bluish beam that flashed for one second in ten, attraction and mortality of
migrants were eliminated (Baldwin 1965). When foghorns were placed
near lighted structures, the number of birds striking the lights decreased
dramatically (Dixon 1897).

Floodlights and Ceilometers
In an attempt to further reduce collision mortality at lighthouses, some
were floodlit, and this practice produced mixed results. Illuminating a
lighthouse in Denmark with a floodlight increased mortality (Hansen
1954). A similar increase in mortality followed illumination of the rotating beam Long Point lighthouse in Ontario (Baldwin 1965). In contrast,
when five lighthouses in England were floodlit the number of collisions
declined (Baldwin 1965). There is now considerable evidence to indicate
that illuminating chimneys, buildings, bridges, and monuments with
floodlights attracts and kills migrating birds, particularly on nights during
the fall and spring that are misty with a low cloud layer (e.g., the 169-m
[555-ft] Washington Monument in the District of Columbia [Overing
1938]; Bluff's lodge on the Blue Ridge Parkway, Wilkes County, North

Carolina [Lord 1951]; the Long Point lighthouse [Baldwin 1965]; buildings on Holston Mountain, Tennessee [Herndon 1973]; and the 108-m
[354-ft] Perry International Peace Monument and nuclear power plant
cooling towers [lackson et al. 1974]). Searchlights can also influence the
flight behavior of migrating birds at night. Bruderer et al. (1999) switched
on and off a strong searchlight mounted parallel to 'a radar antenna while
tracking single migrants at night. The light beam caused a wide variation
··in shifts of flight direction (an average of 8° in the first IO seconds and an
average of 15° in the third 10-second interval). The mean velocity of the
birds was reduced by 2-3 m (7-10 ft) per second (15-30% of normal airspeed), and climbing rate showed a slight increase, a possible response to
escape the light beam. These effects declined with distance from the light
source, and Bruderer et al. (1999) calculated that no reactions to the light
should occur beyond 1 km (0.6 mi).
In the late 1940s meteorologists began using very bright (more than
1,000,000 candela), fixed-beam, vertically pointing spotlights, called ceilometers, to measure the height of the cloud ceiling at airports and weather
stations. A rotating sensor measured the angle of the light spot on the
cloud layer from a fixed distance from the base of the vertically pointing
light beam, and the instrument computed the ceiling height using a simple trigonometric function. From 1948 through 1964, on overcast, misty
nights these instruments were responsible for great losses of migrating
birds. One of the earliest reports of mortality at a ceilometer was recorded
at Nashville, Tennessee on the night of September 9-10, 1948 (Spofford
1949). On this night low clouds and misty conditions were present, and
migrating birds congregated where the intense beam illuminated the cloud
layer. Some circled, some collided, and some even dived into the ground.
The largest kill of migrating birds ever recorded at a ceilometer, approximately 50,000, occurred October 6-8, 1954 at Warner Robins Air Force
Base near Macon, Georgia, when a cold front moved over the Southeast
(Chamberlain 1955,Johnston 1955). Howell et al. (1954) summarized the
weather conditions tlrnt caused the buildup of migrants at ceilometers, the
behavior of birds in and around the light beam, and the causes of injuries
and mortality. In many instances the mortality of migrants at light beams
would have been greater had it not been for meteorologists turning off
ceilometers when birds began to accumulate in and around the beam (Ferren 1959, Fobes 1956, Green 1963, 1965).
Two changes to ceilometers greatly reduced and eventually eliminated
the attraction and mortality of migrants. The first change involved filtering the wavelength of the light. When the longer wavelengths of ceilometer lamps were filtered so that mainly ultraviolet light remained, the

attraction was greatly reduced and mortalities were essentially eliminated
(Laskey 196.0, Terres 1956). The second change made in the early 1960s
by the Nat10nal Weather Service was the replacement of fixed-beam
ce1lometers w1th rotating beam units (Velie 1963). Jn the new units the
ultrav10let beam rotated and the detector was stationary, and the rotating
beam d1d not attract birds (Avery et al. 1980:5).

City Lights and Horizon Glows
In 1886, Gastman reported that nearly 1,000 migratory birds were killed
around electric light towers in Decatur, lliinois on the evening of September
28 (Gastman 1886). Kumlien (1888) provided detailed accounts of migrating
birds striking a Milwaukee building a year later, from September 22 to 29,
1887. The building had a tower 61 m (200 fr) above street level and was illuminated by four floodlights. Since these early reports we have seen steady
mcreases 111 the nmnber of streetlights, the number and sizes of cities the
heights of office buildings, and tl1e number of offices with lights on afrer dark
In 1951 after a single stormy spring night, 2,421 dead migrants of39 species
(mostly warblers) were gathered beneath light poles on Padre Island, Texas
(fames 1956). The mortality of birds attracted to ilie lights of tall buildings
has also increased. The hazards oflighted structures and windows to migratmg birds are well documented in a report published by \Vorld Wildlife Frmd
Canada and ilie Fatal Light Awareness Program (Evans Ogden 1996). The
executive summary concludes, "The collision of migrating birds wiili humanbuilt structures and windows is a world-wide problem iliat results in tl1e mortality of millions of birds each year in Nortl1 America alone" (Evans Ogden
1996:2). This publication contains valuable references on ilie subject of light
attractions. Two additional publications contain annotated bibliographies of
avrnn mortality at human-made structures. A bibliography of bird kills as a
result of attraction to lighted structures and possible solutions to ilie problem
can be found in Weir (1976), and a bibliogrnphy of 1,042 references on this
subject has been compiled by Avery et al. (1980). The latter effort has a ve1y
useful subject mdex, taxonomic index, geographic index, and aumor index.

Fires and Flares
Fires on tl1e grormd can attract birds during nocturnal migration. In March
1906 migrating birds were attracted to a large lumberyard fire in Philadelphia (Stone 1906). Stone noted iliat me birds did not change meir flight
direction as mey flew over, but iliey appeared to lower ilieir flight altitude.
Some 30 birds were burned to deam when they came too close to me

es. Gas flares on offshore oil and gas platforms and at oil refineries also
Ose a mreat to migrating birds at night (see Chapter 5, mis volume).
•• umerous reports of mass mortality of migrating songbird> at gas flares on
il platforms in me Norm Sea have been reported (Sage 1979), and
ornielli (1951) has reported an incident in Italy. Birds congregate around
ilie flares on misty and foggy nights, and as mey fly near and mrough me
flames tl1ey are burned to death. Newman (1960) reports on an event after
midnight on April 30, 1960 at an oil refinery in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
More ilian 1,000 migrants of 17 species were killed when mey were
attracted to a 76.2-m (250-ft) gas flame illuminating a low overcast sky. A
•similar incident occurred in late May 1980 in normwest Alberta (Bjorge
;i987). On mis evening approximately 3 ,000 birds of 26 species were found
.dead wimin 75 m (246 ft) of a 104-m (341-ft) flare stack.

Broadcast and Communication Towers
"Television and FM radio station towers have steadily increased in height
above grormd level since mey were first constructed in me late 1940s (Aldrich
i et al. 1966, Malakoff 2001, Manville 2001, in press). In me mid-l 960s it was
.•·estimated mat television towers in me United States killed more tl1an a mil·. lion birds per year (Aldrich et al. 1966). By me mid-l 970s, 26 towers were
' between 580 m and 630 m (1,902-2,067 ft) above grormd level in me United
'"States, heights iliat penetrate me altitudinal layer where songbirds typically
migrate. Taller towers need more stabilizing guylines and warning lights for
aircraft, and it is documented mat aircraft warning lights (Cochran and
Graber 1958, Avery et al. 1976) and guylines (Brewer and Ellis 1958) on such
towers are responsible for the deams of hundreds of iliousands of birds during nocturnal migration. Over me years many individuals have collected dead
and injured birds at me base of broadcast towers and docmnented tl1eir findings in local and regional ornimological journals and newsletters. Some of me
more extensive studies of tower kills have emerged as classics (e.g., Brewer
and Ellis 1958, Stoddard 1962, Stoddard and Norris 1967, Crawford 1974).
Only a few studies have continued into me 1990s (e.g., Kemper 1996,
Nehring 1998, Morris et al. 2003), and mese studies indicate a significant
decline in me number of tower fatalities over me last 20 years (Figure 4.3).
More work is needed to distinguish between me roles of evolutionary adaptation, behavioral habituation, declining populations of migratory birds,
changing weamer conditions, and changes in tower lighting systems as possible explanations for such declines (Morris et al. 2003, Clark et al. 2005).
Bird kills at tall lighted strnctures in me United States and at Dutch
'lighmouses show similar lunar periodicity (Verheijen 1980, 198 la,

VVBRZ television tower in Bato11 Rouge, Louisiana on two occasions when
winds were blowing from the same direction but at different wind speeds
(Figure 4.4). When wind velocity was low to moderate, 3-8 m (10-26 ft) per
second some birds circled the tower, hovered, and accumulated on the
leeward side of the tower (Figure 4.4a). When wind velocity increased, few
birds hovered on the leeward side of the tower, and most passed the tower
with only minor deflections in their flight path (Figure 4.4b).
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Figure 4.3. L.ong-term (3 8-year) trend in casualties of inigratory birds at the
WSlVfV-TV tower in Nashville, Tennessee. Redrawn from Nehring (1998).

1981b). None of the 229 events compiled by Verheijen occurred near a
full moon, and most were clustered around the new moon period. When
Crawford (1981) examined data from 1956-1980 from the WCTVtower
in Leon County, Florida, however, he identified 683 nights on which ten
or more birds were killed. Of these nights 40% occurred when the moon
was 0-30% illuminated, while 28% occurred when the moon was 71-100%
illuminated. If one examines the numbers of birds killed, the largest kill
(2,127 birds) occurred on a night when the moon was 97% illuminated.
The inverse relationship between lunar illumination and tower mortality
is not as universal as Verheijen (1980, 1981a, 1981b) would suggest, but
Crawford's (1981) analysis also suggests that more mortality events occur
on nights when the moon is new or only slightly illuminated (notwithstanding the largest kill occurring during the full moon).
The flight behavior of migrant birds near tall towers with aircrafr warning lights has been described on several occasions (e.g., Cochran and Graber
1958). We (SAG) observed the flight paths with an infrared scope near the

Figure 4.4. Flight paths of 1nigrants near the \iVBRZ tel.evision tower in Baton
Rouge, Louisiana in the spring of 1964. (n) March 18: winds are fro1n the
southeast at 7.5 m per second (15 knots). (b) April 3: winds are 12.5 m per second (25 knots). The tower is supported by three sets of guylines.
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Portable tracking radar has been used to record the circular paths of
birds flying near a broadcast tower in a sparsely populated area of the
Upper Peninsula of Michigan on the night of September 9-10, 1983, when
low clouds surrow1ded the tower (Larkin and Frase 1988). Figure 4.5 shows
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the flight paths of nocturnal migrants as they were migrating near the
tower. Arcs and circular paths were centered on the tower and had radii
greater than 100 m (328 ft). Birds closer to the tower could not be tracked
because the tracking radar would lock on the tower, the stronger target.
When skies were clear or high overcast was present, the circling and curving behavior was not observed.

}Influence of Lighting Type on Bird Behavior
.·Near Tall Communication Towers

by

Figure 4.5. Flight paths of bjrds recorded
a trackln~ ra?ar near a 30~-in
(1,01 O-ft) broadcast tower in the Upper Peninsula of Micl-ugan on the ~ight of
September 9-10, 1983, when clouds surrounded the tower. T~c open c~rcle
shows the location of the tower, and the position of the radar 1s shown in (d).
Arrows indicate the direction of flight. (a) Tin1e start 06:3 7 Universal Ti111e
Coordinate (UTC), duration 164 seconds. (b) 08:57 UTC, 94 seconds. (l:} 09:04
UTC, 124 seconds. (d) QS,42 UTC, 186 seconds. (e) 05,J l UTC, 41 seconds.
Redrawn fro1n l~arkin and Frase (1988).

Tall communication towers historically have had arrays of incandescent
red lighting as aircraft warning lights. This type of array includes continuously illuminated red lights alternating with slowly blinking red
lights at different intervals along the length of the tower. Since the 1970s
arrays of white strobe lights have been used increasingly as aircraft warning lights on tall communication towers. On towers with white strobe
lights, the lights at different heights on the tower pulse (i.e., strobe) in
unison or in sequence. Currently both types of lighting arrays are widely
used. In an effort to understand why birds are attracted to lights and to
assess the influences of different types of arrays of aircraft warning lights
on towers, we exan1ined the behavior of nocturnal 1nigrants flying near
tall towers with different types of lighting (Gauthreaux and Belser 1999,
unpublished data).
During spring migration of 1986 from April 27 through May 15 we
monitored flight behavior of migrating birds near the WNGC FM radio
tower with strobe lights in northeast Georgia near the settlement of
Neese and over a control area to the northeast (no tower present) for ten
evenings (only nine with migration). We also collected data at this tower
on the evenings of October 6 and 7, 1986. The FM radio tower was 366
m (1,200 ft) tall, with three sets of ten guylines and strobe lights located
every 91.4 m (300 ft). The strobe lights pulsed at a rate of 40-46 pulses
per minute. We used a vertically pointing image intensifier (AN/TVS 5,
Varo Inc., Midland, Texas, 7x magnification) to monitor birds flying overhead near the tower (Figure 4.6) and coded the flight paths of migrants
into the following categories: linear flight (straight) and nonlinear flight
(pause or hover, curved, or circling). For statistical analysis tl1e response
variables were RATE (total paths per 20 minutes), PLIN (linear flight
paths per 20 minutes), and PNON (nonlinear flight paths per 20 min:.\Jtes). The explanatmy variables were DATE and LOCATION (strobe
tower or control site). We used a SAS general linear models procedure
(SAS Institute 1999) for statistical analvsis.

Table 4. I. Results of t-tests (least significant
difference) for response variables RATE, LRATE,
PUN, and PNON for Neese, Georgia and Garris
(Moore's) Landing, South Carolina studies.

T Grouping

Mean

N

Light

NEESE, GEORGIA

RATE (flight paths per 20 min)

A'
A

8.593
5.521

9
9

Control
Strobe

A
B

PLIN (linear flight paths per 20 min)
0.974
9
Control
0.856
9
Strobe

A
B

PNON (nonlinear flight paths per 20 min)
0.026
9
Control
0.144
9
Strobe

GARRIS (MOORE'S) LANDING, SOUTH CAROLINA
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Figure 4.6. Com1nunication tower and cone of observation. (a) Strobe
aircraft warning lights and (b) cone of observation through the (l~ i1nage
intensifier (AN/TVS 5). Only two of the three sets of ten guyllnes are shown
in this illustration.

During the spring study in Georgia, the number of birds showing
nonlinear flight near the tower with white strobe lights was significantly
greater tlrnn at the control site, but the number of birds recorded at each
site was not significantly different. For the response variables PLIN and
PNON tl1e explanatory variable DATE was not significant (F8 8 = 1.43, p
< 0.3116), but the explanatory variable LOCATION was significant (F 8
= 5. 78, p < 0.0429). The rate of straight line flight paths was significantly
greater at the control site, and the rate of flight paths that curved or
showed hovering was significantly greater at the strobe light tower (Table
4.1). For the response variable RATE we found that the explanatory variables DATE and LOCATION were not significant (F8 ,8 = 1.23,p < 0.3882

*Means with the sa1ne letter are not significantly different.

=2.33, p < 0.1657, respectively), indicating that the date when the
18
sampl~s were taken and the location (near or away from the strobe tower)

and F

had no effect on the number of flight paths per 20 minutes (Thble 4.1).
During the fall migration of 1986 we monitored the flight behavior of
. migrating birds near a television tower with red lights, near a television
•.tower with white strobe lights, and over a control area that had no tower,
'"all in the vicinity of Garris (Moore's) Landing, South Carolina (Figure

4.7). The two towers were 1.3 km (0.8 mile) apart, and both were 9 km
(5 .6 miles) southwest of the control site. One tower, operated by television station WTAT (Channel 24), was 508.1 m (1,667 ft) tall, with six
continuously burning sets ofred lights at 49, 146, 245, 340, 437, and 487
m (161, 479, 804, 1,l15, 1,433, and 1,598 ft) that alternated with five
slowly blinking red lights at 98, 195, 294, 392, and 508 m (322, 640, 965,
1,286, and 1,667 ft). The second tower, operated jointly by television stations WCSC and WCIV (Channels 4 and 5), was 614 m (2,016 ft) tall
with nine sets of white strobe lights positioned approximately every 60 m
(197 ft) starting at 76 m (249 ft). All strobes flashed synchronously. We
used the same observation and data recording procedures as in the spring
study. We recorded data on 14 evenings from October 2 to November 8,
when conditions were favorable for bird migration. The rate data were
log transformed (LRATE) to meet the requirements of normality, and we
used the same SAS statistical procedures to analyze the fall data as we had
used to analyze the spring data. The response variables were the same as
in the spring study (LRATE, PLIN, and PNON), and the explanatory
variables included RED (red light tower), STROBE (strobe light tower),
and CONTROL.
During the fall study the log transformed flight paths per 20 minutes (LRATE) differed significantly by DATE (Fll 25 = 6.42, p < 0.0001)

Figure 4. 7. Map showing sites for the South Carolina tower lighting study.

and by light type (F2 25 = 8.02, p < 0.0020). The rate oflinear flight paths
did not change as a 'fi.mction of date (Fll 25 = 1.70, p < 0.1237) bnt was
significantly related to the type of lightii-lg (F2 25 = 14.29, p < 0.0001).
Nonlinear flight behavior was significantly gre~ter near the tower with
red lighting than near the tower with white strobes, and nonlinear flight
behavior was significantly greater near the tower with white strobes
than over the control site (Table 4.1). When the number of flight paths
per 20 minutes recorded at each site is considered, significantly more
birds were recorded flying near the tower with red lights than were
recorded flying near the tower with white strobes and over the control
site (Table 4.1). The nnmber of birds detected flying near the tower
with white strobes did not differ significantly from the number recorded
over the control site, a result similar to that found in the Georgia spring
migration study.
The type of lighting system on broadcast and communication towers
influences the flight behavior of migrating birds at night. At both study
sites the flight behavior of migrants differed significantly between the
strobe light towers and tl1e control sites, but the rate of flight paths per
20 minutes did not differ between the sites. In contrast, in the Soutl1 Carolina fall migration study tl1e number of flight paths per 20 minutes was
greater at the tower with the red light array than at the tower with strobe
lights and at the control site. Migrating birds at the red light tower
showed significantly more nonlinear and hovering flight than birds passing the strobe tower and flying over the control site, and it is likely that
nonlinear flight behavior over time contributed to the concentration of
migrants at the tower with red lights. The greater number of birds near
the tower with red lights probably is the result of attraction to the constantly illuminated lights on towers witl1 red light arrays and the proportion of the time the birds showed nonlinear flight behavior. Whereas
birds in linear flight spend only a brief instant near the tower and leave
the area, birds showing curved, circling, or hovering behavior spend more
time near the tower and thus build concentrations of migrants in the
vicinity of the tower. Once concentrations build, the birds themselves
may become collision hazards to other birds.
Our results showing greater disorientation from red lights are consistent with recent studies of tl1e spectral sensitivity of hirds. It has been
demonstrated in the last decade that certain wavelengths of light appear
to influence the magnetoreception of compass information by migratory
birds (Wiltschko et al. 1993, Deutschlander et al. 1999, Wiltschko and
Wiltschko 1999). Three passerine bird species have shown normal orientation of migratory restlessness under dim monochromatic light from the

Program (from www.flap.org).
blue-green range of the spectrum, whereas they were disoriented under
yellow and red ligbt (Wiltschko and Wiltschko 2002). If red light disrupts
the magnetic compass used by birds during migration, then this could be
an additional factor contributing to the aberrant flight behavior of migrating birds near towers with red warning light arrays. The absence of compass information could be the reason birds alter a straight flight path by
hovering, slowing down, changing direction, or circling. We do not know
how quickly red light affects the compass or whether birds are actually
using the magnetic compass once a direction has been selected at the
beginning of a migratory flight. Much more research is needed to answer
these questions and those related to the mechanisms of how migratory
birds are influenced by artificial lighting. If bird conservation is a goal, we
must in the meantime develop and follow policies that minimize the types
oflighting with which bird mortality and behavioral disruption have been
observed.

Conclusion
Efforts are needed to avoid the adverse effects of lighting on birds, and if
circumstances prevent such action, then appropriate mitigation measures
should be developed. It would be impossible to detail all design and mitigation measures here; each project will require its own unique considerations. Our current understanding of bird behavior suggests the following general guidelines.
The intense glow of city lights can be reduced by making certain that
all light is directed toward the ground whenever possible. Streetlights
should be shielded so that the pattern of illumination is below tl1e horizontal plane of the light fixture. Floodlights on the ground that point
upward to illuminate buildings, bridges, and monuments are harmful and
should be avoided. Such architectural lighting often is hazardous to
migrating birds, particularly on nights that are misty with a low overcast
ceiling. If such lighting designs must be used, tl1en they should be turned
off during migration seasons when weather conditions could contribute
to attraction and 1nortality.
The Fatal Light Awareness Program has developed a Bird-Friendly

EDUCATION

Implement the following educational strategies that car1y the message about reducing bird
collisions with your building:
• Elevator news.
• Lobby signage.
• E-1nail migration alerts to tenants and staff in spring and fall.
• Educational displays.
LIGHTING CONTROL STRATEGIES

Progran1 building's lighting system to achieve a measurable reduction in night lighting fron1
11 P.M. to 7 A.M. or, ideally, ensure that all lights are extinguished during that period.
Extinguish all exterior vanity lighting (e.g., rooftop floods, peri1neter spots) during the rnign1tion periods.
When lights n1ust be left on at night, exarnine and adopt alternatives to bright, all-night,
'.,' floorwide lighting.
;_Options include the following:
·:_•-Installing motion-sensitive lighting.
-~_•:Using desk la1nps and task lighting.
-:e Reprogramming timers.
Adopting lower-intensity lighting.

Vork with reluctant tenants to ensure that they comply with BFB guidelines. Coordinate
eetings between FLAP and tenants, establish guidelines for tenants, and offer incentives to
reward positive action.
articipate in the Bird Action Group Stations (BAGS) program by setting up stations where
Oncerned tenants and staff can pick up bags, nets, gloves, and literature that enable them to
- tue birds.
DING A SAFER ENVIRONMENT

' plement measures (window fihn, netting, or other) to prevent birds fron1 hitting windo\vs
gf?und level in high-collision areas.
·minate use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides on grounds in favor of natural rnethods of
est control.

Building Program that is aimed at building managers, bt1ildi11g owners,

office tenants, and employees of skyscrapers in Toronto. Their program
has been effective_ in reducing bird mortality at participating buildings
(Table 4.2). A similar program should be instituted in cities throughont
the world.
Billboards often are lighted by floodlights that point upward, illumi-

, port to FLAP on your progress every spring and fall using the e-tnailed questionnaire sent
.(,early in the season. (This includes providing copies of all educational tools used and
JJ_plying FLAP with light energy consumption data.)

-'~--~for a built environment safe for birds and people by imple1nenting these measures and
·eloping par111erships with neighboring towers to ensure safe pa.ssage for night-1nigrating birds.

nating not only the billboard but also the sky above. A better design
would be to mount floodlights on the top of the billboard pointing
down. Alternatively, billboards could be illuminated from within, using
less energy. Flashing lights do not attract migrating birds as much as
constant lights (Avery et al. 197 6). When floodlighting was replaced
by strobe lighting at utility plants in Ontario, Canada, injury and mortality of birds at stacks and towers was nearly eliminated (Evans Ogden
1996:29).
Our studies and other evidence indicate that changing red warning
lights to white strobes on broadcast towers may reduce the mortality of
migrating birds (Gauthreaux and Belser 1999, unpublished data, M.
Avery, personal communication, 2003). This solution, however, poses
an additional problem. People living in the vicinity of strobe light towers complain about the flashing lights, particularly on overcast, misty
nights. They report that it is like living in a thunderstorm with constant lightning and no thunder. Perhaps red strobe lights would be better, but no work has been completed on red strobes to see whether they
are less likely than solid lights to attract migrating birds and less likely
than white strobe lights to draw the attention of residents living near
towers.
Populations of migratory birds are declining throughout the world,
and the decline can be attributed to several different factors, including
migration mortality, habitat change, and habitat destruction. By eliminating or controlling light pollution we can reduce one of the factors responsible for mortality during migration.
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